A banner and liberal-minded attitude to the Senate's labor-management workers is helping to soften the issue of labor-management relations. The Craftsmen, for example, have the right to strike for higher wages and better working conditions. The Chicago Tribune reports that the matter of the strike is being discussed at a meeting of the Craftsmen and the employers. The strike is expected to be settled within a few days.
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Wants the Whole Truth

"If the farmers cannot be reached by the agent..." (paragraphs and sections)

John Rockefeller sells oil to the people at 9 cents a gallon and then he reduces the price to 8 cents, but then he thinks how much he gives to have the people of the coming 8 cents, he should be considered the public

The newspaper correspondent at Mayfair is now writing about the issue of the Chicago Tribune. The city is now facing a lot of challenges, but the newspaper correspondent is trying to reach out to the people. The notion that the people need in the city, and that the papers need to get

The remedy for industrial and social ill is not in the hands of the financial tycoons, but in the hands of the people. The remedy is not in the hands of the ruling class or those who have the money, but in the hands of the people.

Now in the steel industry three men, 9 cents and a galloy, will turn out in turn for 6 cents. Out of the 8 cents, 6 cents is for carbon," (paragraphs and sections)

In the steel industry, three men, 9 cents and a gallon, will turn out in turn for 6 cents. Out of the 8 cents, 6 cents is for carbon. It is a matter of how much carbon is in the steel industry.
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Connecticut

The legislature of the State of Connecticut began its session at Hartford July 13th, has for the past few months ever present in the minds of the people and present principles and practices which they believe in, and which they are prepared to support by all the means at their command. But the session has had, as is generally the case in the States, a supply of new and important measures to be considered and acted upon.

California Coming

The following news and greeting cards (not in the usual way) will appeal to the artist who is interested in the coming session. They come from a number of California counties, where the Social Democratic party is making great strides.

"Branch No. 2. Los Angeles orga- nized in sight of the sun."

"With San Francisco and Los Angeles in the rest of the state will soon fol- low."

"With the help of the Social Democrats of California, the Los Angeles branch is in the hands of the Social Democratic party."
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New Branches

Los Angeles has joined hands with San Francisco to establish the most important Social Democratic branch in the State. The branch has been started in the city of Los Angeles and the work is being carried on with great energy by the Social Democratic party. The branch has taken a decided step forward in the matter of the organization of the Social Democratic party in the city of San Francisco, where a new branch has been established.

In the New Branches of California Social Democrats to Work for Better Roads and Better Streets.

The Los Angeles branch is in a position to make a great deal of work in this direction, and it is hoped that the California county will be strong enough to carry on the work.

Convention and Constitution

The convention of the Social Democratic party was held in Los Angeles last week, two new officers were elected, and the constitution was adopted. The convention was well attended and the work of the Social Democratic party is going on as usual.
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Arrive to Action

The Washington branch of the Ten Year Assembly District of New York was held in Washington October 1st, and it is expected that this branch will be a good branch, and it is certain that this branch will be strong enough to carry on the work of the Social Democratic party.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we feel justified in saying that the Social Democratic party is making great strides in the State of California. We are hopeful that the Social Democratic party will continue to make progress in the State of California.
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